Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 16 Sept. 2022
Compiled Fri. 16 Sept. 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,
Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her
twenty two multiple personalities.‖

Soon Revelations Will Clarify Everything
Queen is Down
Now is Time to Attack the King
Checkmate
…Great Awakening World Q + Trump

―Quieting The Noise‖
August 21, 2022 - #4849 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org)
Meditation and prayer help us to feel God’s presence and His peace in our lives, even in a noisy
world. Finding time to be still and hear the voice of God takes practice and patience, but it can
be a revitalizing spiritual exercise. It refocuses our priorities, quiets the noise and brings us
closer to the Divine.
Judy Note: It may seem nothing was happening, when in fact peoples of the World were
undergoing the greatest uprising against Evil and transfer of wealth in history – over twenty
years in the making by the Alliance.
The recent announcement of the death of the Queen verified that the collapse of the Global Deep
State regime and Cabal Banking System was in the process – and like an avalanche, couldn‘t be
stopped.
Even though we must be prepared with a few weeks of cash, food and necessities for what lay
ahead, what was ahead was Freedom – and peace – across the globe.
A. Calendar of Events:



White Hat Military Operations have silently seized the Chain of Command of the
Vatican Empire.
The announcement of death of the Queen frees the World from British Admiralty Rule
and insures collapse of the World Cabal Deep State regime. We were now in Operation
















London Bridge, where we'll have 3 days darkness followed by 10 days of Revelations.
…Great Awakening Q+ Trump
Biden has never lived in the White House. It was empty, just like the rest of
Washington DC. Washington DC Buildings were vacant.
The US Supreme Court has voided the 2020 Election due to Election Fraud and
foreign interference (Chinese Communist Party) in a US Election.
President Trump is back in Washington DC. No one has lived in the White House since
Trump left after having signed the Insurrection Act of 1807, which placed the Military in
charge of the country.
The Cabal has planned riots in 17 major cities.
Thurs, Fri.15-16 Sept. President Vladimir Putin of Russia, President Xi Jinping of China
and Prime Minister Narendra Modi of India meet.
Fri. 16 Sept. Everything Could Stop Moving: Railroads, Amtrack, UPS, FedEx, Port
Workers.
Saturday 17 Sept, 2022 is the 235th Anniversary of the Signing of the Constitution.
Mon. 19 Sept. Queen Elizabeth Funeral – one of the biggest gatherings of world power
brokers in recent world history.
Fri. 30 Sept. was the Vatican’s payment deadline for the Rothschilds, Rockefellers and
other families that owned US Inc, United Nations, World Bank, and IMF. The US Inc,
British Crown and Vatican laundering of slush funds to the Cabal corporations of State
Street, Vanguard and Blackrock would now stop. A Black Swan Event was expected as
the Cabal faced this Fri. 30 Sept. payment deadline for families that owned US Inc.
An October mega Black Swan Event will occur triggered by the Cabal. This could be
a bloody revolution, anarchy, or a peaceful transition.
In October the Chinese Communist Party will convene to make amendments to their
constitution that will lead to ―new strategies of governance‖ – likely a democratic state.
Tues. 8 Nov. 2022 Elections: ―I have on extremely good authority from three different
sources that the USA election in November 2022 will not happen. This has already
gone through the Supreme Court – SCOTUS – and they used a Shadow Document to
overturn the 2020 Election.‖…Charlie Ward

B. Global Currency Reset:





The new gold/asset-backed currencies of 209 nations have been trading on the Forex
back screens since Sun. 28 Aug.
On Sunday 11 Sept. Iraq brought out their new Iraqi Dinar Rate and on a Tier 1 level
began using and exchanging it in Mainland Europe and the Middle and Far East.
With Whales, Tier 3 and 4A under strict NDAs, RV monies were said to be in their
accounts, though not yet liquid.
On Mon. morning 12 Sept. Bond payments were paying out in Europe.
















Tues. 13 Sept. 2022 was the last time fiat dollars would be transferred from the Federal
Reserve to the banks and by that Tues. 13 Sept. there were multiple reports that some in
Tier 3 were getting paid.
Bruce: Last week all US Banks declared bankruptcy and had orders to restructure under
the Restored Republic by midnight Wed. 14 Sept.
Bruce: A top Canadian Bank and another source said that everything goes after 4 pm
Fri. 16 Sept.
Bruce: Tier 4b (us, the Internet Group) could get notifications over the weekend and start
on Mon. 19 Sept. or Tues. 20 Sept.
The UK was in a ten day mourning period which would end on Tues. 20 Sept.
Bruce: We were now expecting announcements on NESARA/GESARA around Sept.
24, 25.
Central Banks were shutting down — bankrupted. Old financial systems bankrupted.
Congress, White House, IRS, Feds, Federal Reserve shut down — U.S. Corporation is
bankrupted.
A High Up Source felt that the GCR / RV could occur any time between now and mid
Oct, unless a Trump arrest caused a delay to November.
Coach Jerry: "Be encouraged dear community, our time will come. If we could figure
out the precise timing, then the evil opposition could also figure it out. And I have a
sneaking suspicion that the Worldwide Alliance has designed this entire "movie" such
that no one, outside the good military, is quite able to figure it out."
Thurs. 15 Sept. MarkZ: The Nilar was a Pan-African gold backed currency that was out
for the entire continent of Africa. They are pulling together their resources for stable
money. They no longer want or need the West, London, US or France. This was very
interesting as they blamed Colonialism and talking openly about it. Africa contained so
much in natural resources. When they leave the fiat system and go gold backed, it was
one more straw that would break the fiat camel‘s back. Pan-African Gold Currency:
https://mises.org/wire/nilar-pan-african-gold-currency

C. Thurs. 15 Sept. The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net 667-770-1866 pin123456#







With most sources under NDAs, Bruce‘s information came from Bond Paymasters not
under an NDA and a top Canadian Bank.
Tues. 13 Sept. 2022 was the last time fiat dollars would be transferred from the Federal
Reserve to the banks.
Tier 1 Banks have the new gold/asset-backed USTN in their bank vaults.
Tier 3 and 4 banks were being delivered the new USTN this weekend.
Banks had been under the old Cabal system, but were now restructured to the Restored
Republic.
We were now expecting announcements on NESARA/GESARA around Sept. 24, 25.






A top Canadian Bank and another source said that everything goes after 4 pm Fri. 16
Sept.
Tier 4b (us, the Internet Group) could get notifications over the weekend and start on
Mon. 19 Sept. or Tues. 20 Sept.
The UK was in a ten day mourning period which would end on Tues. 20 Sept.
Mass Arrests were ongoing, but would not hold us up.

D. You CAN do something about Nazi-Style Governments
Join the Global Walkout:
globalwalkout.com
Reignite Freedom One Step at a Time.
Hand in hand, we will walk out from the society they are trying to enslave us into.
globalwalkout.com info@reignitefreedom.com https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPNcjR2hb8
E. Global Financial Crisis:









Telegram Red Wave: I cannot verify this or know this 100% but from a lot of the
financial markets and news it is looking very much like September 24th (September 11th
by the Julian Calendar) will be one of the biggest financial tsunami‘s ever! Total collapse
of the stock market etc. This is a courtesy text for you to get moving on checking this out
for yourself and try and protect yourself from any fallout If This Does Take Place. This is
the time to be making a plan for protecting your assets and investments! I‘m hopefully
praying this does not come to pass, but just giving you a heads up to plan in case it does.
Thank You John. Praying for all of you.
Sept. 24 2022 Global Financial Crash: German Legislator: ―Dear colleagues, this 24
Sept. 2022 will be a day remaining in our memories as a day we will say, I remember
exactly where I was.‖ All Vatican entities worldwide, must move their financial
instruments and assets to the Vatican Bank not later than 30 Sept.‖
(From John) I cannot verify this or know this 100%, but from a lot of the financial
markets and news it is looking very much like September 24th (September 11th by the
Julian Calendar) will be one of the biggest financial tsunami‘s ever! Total collapse of the
stock market. I am not trying to scare anyone. This is a courtesy text for you to get
moving on checking this out for yourself and try and protect yourself from any fallout If
This Does Take Place. This is the time to make a plan to protect your assets and
investments.
Economist Tuomas Malinen warns the world about the economic implosion of Europe
Watch this video Brighteon
All 26 major banks are interconnected and controlled by the Federal Reserve System.














White Hat Intel: The world will experience what Russia experienced during the collapse
of The Soviet Union in 1991.
The Depression/Collapse was hard to handle, but after the Darkness passed and the
Deep State under Boris Yeltsin was exposed, the CABAL [DS] Billionaires and
Trillionaires‘ money was cut off and the funneling of the stolen money was returned to
the peoples and economy fast.
The RUSSIAN citizens had more than doubled their income, some tripled. This was
all because of the Vatican/ Rothschilds/ Kazarian Mafia who controlled their presidents
including Boris Yeltsin, who was a traitor to his country (In his death YeltSIN was not
given the Russian Honor of burial nor were any top Generals and commanders present at
his side before or after DEATH).
The U.S. WILL face these Events. Since last year Jan. 2021 I have warned of the
Collapse and the WAR we were headed into, which would lead to a NUCLEAR
STANDOFF.
The WEF, UN, NATO was still in collapse as money was running out as they were
being cut off from world organizations that funneled war money.
The Rothschilds (Obama‘s Handlers – Vatican CIA) was cut off from the Chinese
Elders, Dragon Families and super ELITES.
The money to control DEEP STATE MILITARY GENERALS AND WAR HAWKS in
the U.S. was ceasing.
This cut off was coming from all directions as Vanguard silently collapses.
The silent Military control of the Vatican has resulted in the arrested/killed/imprisoned
Knights of Malta, who control the UN and tried to install an African Pope, which has not
been stopped.

F. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring:









Hundreds of Albino Children Killed in Satanic Rituals: CGI's IamShado: Hundreds
Of Albino Children Are Being Abducted and Killed For Satanic Rituals
Satan Demons Exposed: https://rumble.com/v1ish4h-satan-demons-exposed.html
PART 1 of 3: CHINA LAKE - 5 FINGER LAKE - D.U.M.B.S & SECRET
TUNNELS in USA: https://rumble.com/v1k8cv5-part-1-of-3-china-lake-5-finger-lakesecret-tunnels-around-the-world.html
11.09.22 Cleanout underground under Papua New Guinea. Powerful 7.7M
earthquake hits Papua New Guinea: https://rumble.com/v1k8mj7-11.09.22-cleanoutunderground-under-papua-new-guinea.html
PERVYWOOD 1: Those who yell the loudest: https://rumble.com/v1k4crd-pervywoodpart-1-of-7-those-who-yell-the-loudest-.html?mref=7ju1&mrefc=72
PERVYWOOD 2: Strange, Dark Secrets: https://rumble.com/v1k4e0d--pervywood-part2-of-7-strange-dark-secrets-.html?mref=7ju1&mrefc=65









PERVYWOOD 3: Pawns of the Elite – censored version + special ending (mirrored):
https://rumble.com/v1k4emv--pervywood-3-of-7-pawns-of-the-elite-censored-versionspecial-ending-mirror.html?mref=7ju1&mrefc=65
PERVYWOOD 4: Washington DC: https://rumble.com/v1k4fh5--pervywood-4-of-7washington-dc.html?mref=7ju1&mrefc=65
PERVYWOOD 5: The Pedo Punisher: https://rumble.com/v1k4gal--pervywood-5-of-7the-pedo-punisher.html?mref=7ju1&mrefc=65
PERVYWOOD 6: A Royal Flush: https://rumble.com/v1k4j49--pervywood-6-of-7-aroyal-flush.html?mref=7ju1&mrefc=65
PERVYWOOD 7: Disney‘s Demons: https://rumble.com/v1k4jsp--pervywood-7-of-7disneys-demons.html?mref=7ju1&mrefc=65
PERVYWOOD 8: Hall of Fate: https://rumble.com/v1k8vf7-pervywood-8-of-8-hall-offate.html

G. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:




Zoom crashes for thousands of users around the world | Daily Mail Online:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-11216273/Zoom-crashes-thousandsusers-world.html
Inflation explodes in USA as Europe faces dark winter of civil unrest and ―permanent
deindustrialization‖: https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-09-15-inflation-explodes-inusa-europe-faces-winter-of-civil-unrest.html

H. 2020 Election Fraud:


CGI's IamShado: FBI Arrests New York Election Commissioner For Absentee Ballot
Fraud Scheme

I. Corrupt CIA, FBI, IRS, DOJ:






Mike Lindell Hires Alan Dershowitz to FILE SUIT AGAINST The Department of
Justice and the FBI.
BOMBSHELL REPORT: Top FBI official who investigated Trump's Russia links is
HIMSELF BEING INVESTIGATED OVER MOSCOW TIES – Ex head of
counterintelligence 'had business dealings with sanctioned oligarch Oleg Deripaska' –
could face up to 5 YEARS in jail.
Facebook Spied on Instant Messages of Americans Citizens WHO QUESTIONED
THE 2020 ELECTION – Turned Them Over to the FBI.
Special Counsel Durham unveils direct link between FBI, Hillary Clinton campaign in
latest ‗Russiagate‘ court filing: https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-09-15-specialcounsel-durham-unveils-link-fbi-hillary-clinton-campaign-russiagate.html

J. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ /Polio/ Vax/ Medicine Hoax:







GLOBAL BOMBSHELL: Secret Israeli Government Report Confirms Covid Vax
Causing Massive Side Effects/Death – WATCH LIVE
New York Airs Commercial To Raise Awareness Of Childrens Myocarditis - News
Punch: https://newspunch.com/new-york-airs-commercial-to-raise-awareness-ofchildrens-myocarditis/
Message to the Unvaccinated: "Even if I were pollinated and fully vaccinated, I would
admire the unvaccinated for withstanding the greatest pressure I have ever seen, even
from partners, parents, children, friends, colleagues and doctors. People who were
capable of such personality, courage and critical ability are undoubtedly the best of
humanity. They are everywhere, in all ages, levels of education, states and ideas. They
are of a special kind; they are the soldiers that every army of light wants to have in its
ranks. They are the parents that every child wants to have and the children that every
parent dreams of having. They are beings above the average of their societies, they are
the essence of the people who have built all cultures and conquered horizons. They are
there, next to you, they look normal, but they are superheroes. They did what others
could not, they were the tree that withstood the hurricane of insults, discrimination and
social exclusion. And they did it because they thought they were alone, and believed they
were the only ones. Banned from their families' tables at Christmas, they never saw
anything so cruel. They lost their jobs, let their careers sink, had no more money ... but
they didn't care. They suffered immeasurable discrimination, denunciation, betrayal and
humiliation ... but they kept going. Never before in humanity has there been such a
"casting", now we know who are the best on planet Earth. Women, men, old, young, rich,
poor, of all races or religions, the unvaccinated, the chosen of the invisible ark, the only
ones who managed to resist when everything collapsed. That's you. You passed an
unimaginable test that many of the toughest Marines, Commandos, Green Berets,
astronauts and geniuses could not withstand. You are made of the stuff of the greatest
who ever lived, those heroes born among ordinary men who glow in the dark." Join Red
Wave.
Since Sept 13th: New York State declares state of emergency over Polio Virus.

K. White Hat Intel:


Ladies and Gentlemen, my name is Diana. Princess Diana, as some of you may
remember me as. I spent 25 years of my life hiding, being scared, not having anyone to
talk to. I did it for my children and for the people of the world. What I'm about the reveal
in the upcoming months will shake your bones! Who died in the car accident? Who
ordered for me to be killed? Who saved my life and gave a shelter? This is all bigger than
you think, you will not believe your eyes when I publish all of the information I have.
Join this channel and make sure that you share it with everyone that you care about



because they all need to hear this! In exactly 10 days I will go LIVE and share the truth.
https://t.me/+ng06lEFhWH4zMzk0
The mystery of the Queen's secret letter is revealed on this channel be ready and you
will see what happens! In just 63 hours, a letter was opened that was ordered not to be
opened for the next 63 years! SCARY! Information has just emerged about a secret letter
from the Queen who personally addressed it to the citizens of Sydney. One of the Queen's
staff entered the secret room where the letter was kept. As a resident of Sydney, he was
worried about his future, so he dared to take a big step. He posted here on Telegram, this
is his private channel where there are photos of the letter that will leave you breathless.
This channel is limited by a certain number of followers. Hurry up because the whole
truth written on one piece of paper is waiting for you! SCARY!
https://t.me/+ng06lEFhWH4zMzk0

L. The Real News for Thurs. 15 Sept. 2022:












NASA Insider Confesses on Deathbed: ―I Helped Shoot Fake Moon Landing in 1969‖:
https://newspunch.com/military-policeman-confesses-on-deathbed-i-helped-shoot-fakemoon-landing-in-1969/
Sept. 24 9/11-like Event Incoming as Denver and Germany Plan for Chaos:
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=207549
https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/09/new-michael-jaco-september-24th-eventcoming-is-a-911-like-event-coming-for-924-as-denver-and-germany-plan-for-chaos2533862.html
Another Bomb! This will cripple the Jan. 6 Narrative! How do you show the public
the truth? https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=207560
Four Organizations All Founded in 1913: FED - Federal Reserve; FBI - Federal
Bureau of Investigation; IRS - Internal Revenue Service; ADL- Anti Defamation League.
No coincidences.
The CIA - 70 YEARS IN UKRAINE Background: BUSH (real Name Sherff) was a
NAZI escaped [OPERATION PAPERCLIP] to USA and founded the C.I.A.
https://rumble.com/v1k5uz1-the-cia-70-years-in-ukraine.html
Al Omar Oil Field in Syria just Blown Up: US Theft of Oil from there halted:
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/
My name is Diana, Princess Diana as some of you may remember me. I spent 25 years
of my life hiding, being scared, not having anyone to talk to. I did it for my children and
for the people of the world. What I'm about the reveal in the upcoming months will shake
your bones! Who died in the car accident? Who ordered for me to be killed? Who saved
my life and gave a shelter? This is all bigger than you think, you will not believe your
eyes when I publish all of the information I have. Join this channel and make sure that
you share it with everyone that you care about because they all need to hear this! In
exactly 10 days I will go LIVE and share the truth. https://t.me/+ng06lEFhWH4zMzk0



Two Buses Sent by Texas Drop Migrants Off in Front of VP Kamala Harris
Residence: https://resistthemainstream.org/watch-two-buses-sent-by-texas-dropmigrants-off-in-front-of-vp-kamala-harris-residence/?utm_source=telegram

M. Must Watch Videos:










Wed. 14 Sept. Juan O Savin: New Juan O Savin Super September Intel: Diana, Death
of Queen Elizabeth, Charles & Trump, Strategy, Trump & the Queen, a Wonderful
Future Part 1 & 2 | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Thurs. 15 Sept. Charlie Ward: Charlie Ward: The First Arrest Will Shock The World
With Chas Carter! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)
Thurs. 15 Sept. X22 Report: X22 Report: Deep State Assets Deployed! Panic! Fear!
When Do You Play The Trump Card? Message Received! - Must Video | Opinion Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Thurs. 15 Sept. Fulford: New Benjamin Fulford & David Rodriguez: Trump's Arrest,
Death of the Queen, Confusing Times, Change of Power | Prophecy | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)
Thurs. 15 Sept. Τhey Said Ιt Will Ηappen At Τhe End Οf September... And Μost Won't
Βe Ready! (About & More) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

N. ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,‖ by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc‘s CIA,
Queen Elizabeth‘s, Illuminati Banking families‘ and Vatican‘s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult
on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by
this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the
process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored
Republics of the world. It‘s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖
O. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:
Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff‘s offices and all the way up to the Attorney
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.
There‘s certainly no help from US or other nation‘s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.
To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with
the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth
certificates, or identification.
P. USNCMEC Urgent Victim Help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678
Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/nationalhotlines_en
Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/
Q. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about
the Children
It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and
traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.
The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
R. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.
I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working
with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know
you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
Updates for the Week Prior:
Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 15, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 14, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/09/13/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-september13-2022/
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 12, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 9, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 8, 2022 | Dinar Chronicles
Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 7, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 6, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official

